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Dear sailors, 

This is the last bulletin before we will start the ECC 2005 in just a few days ! We hope 

that you are looking forward to the event as much as we do and let’s hope that we will 

be lucky with the weather - keep your fingers crossed ! 

Welcome Party 

Unfortunately, the renovation of the Adriatic Hotel took a little longer than predicted and 

hence we have to change the venue of the welcome party. Other than as specified in the 

logbook, the welcome party will also be staged in the Marina Kornati Restaurant.  

So we hope that you will bring a good mood and join us all for the party at 19:00 - 

there will be a buffet with dinner and drinks, so there is no need to eat out before the 

party. 

Special Surprise Party by the Christof Group 

While we are at it of changing party venues, we should inform you that the special Chris-

tof Group surprise will not take place in Piškera as specified in the logbook, but rather in 

Šibenik.  

Details will be announced on the day, but please keep this in mind when planning your 

provisioning. 

Bus Transfers 

Attached hereto is the list of bus transfers from and to Split / Zadar - our apologies if 

you are required to wait a little for the arrival of other participants, but we want to as-

sure you that any waiting time has been reduced the minimum possible in the circum-

stances.  
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The bus driver will hold up a Sunsail sign and will be wearing a Sunsail shirt. 

Please also remember that you will have to pay in cash upon boarding the bus. 

Best regards and see you in just a few days, 

ECC Organising Committee 

  


